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Wednetlday, March 20,1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

UNM Baseball Tearn Beat:s CSU 7-4
By WAYNE CIDDIO

New Mexico scored its eleventh
victory of the season with a windblown 7-4 win over Colorado
State University yesterday afternoon at Lobo Field near University Arena. The victory put the
Lobos' season record at 11-2.
The Lobos scored three unearned runs in the first inning,
and for the first four innings it
looked like New Mexico pitcher
Bob McAulay had it wrapped up.
In the fourth inning, Ram third
baseman Bruce Finkbeiner tripled
and started things rolling for

csu.

COLLIER Kear singled to right
to score Finkbeiner for the first
CSU run. New Mexico came back
in the bottom of the fifth with
two more runs when centerfielder
Dick Baldizan drew a walk, went
to third on a throwing error on
the pitcher, and scored when
Greg With singled to right field.
The second run scored when With
crossed the plate on a sacrifice
fly by shortstop Jim Johnson.
In the seventh inning Ron Sims
came on in relief for McAuley and
allowed three unearned runs on
no base hits before giving way to

MR. G's PIZZA
30 Minute Delivery
to the Dorms

255-5381

reliever Rick Bodle. Bodle struck
out the first two men to face him,
but the third pitch got out of
catcher Travis Hair's glove and
a runner scored from third. Bodle
got the Lobos out of the nearly
disastrous inning by striking out
CSU's Tom Urich.
WITH THE wind blowing harder and the temy.~erature dropping
rapidly, the Lobos came to bat in
the bottom of the eighth inning.
Balidzan and Glen Schawel drew
walks and Mike McLaughlin drove
them both across with a double to
deep center. The hit came with
two men out. Third baseman Greg
With struck out swinging to end
the inning.
Bodle put the side out in order
to end what seemed like the coldest and longest baseball game of
the young season.
New Mexico combined three hits
and two Denver errors in the
bottom of the fourth inning for
a 4-2 win over the Denver Pioneers Monday afternoon at the
new baseball diamond.

fore catcher Hair scored With
from third on an infield single.
FRESHMAN pitcher Jim Kremmel hit a bloop single between
the first baseman and the right
fielder, but the right fielder threw
the ball to the backstop, allowing
Palmer, Barnhill, and Hair to
score the clinching runs.
In the fifth frame, Denver's Ed
Krall walked, moved to second
on a fielder's choice, and scored
on a single by center-fielder Steve
Salvato. Lobo coach Bob Leigh
pulled Kremmel with one man
out in the inning, and reliever
Greg MacAleese gave up the run
before striking out Wayne Moretti to end the inning. MacAleese
picked up the win for New Mexico.
MacALEESE gave up one more
run in the top of the eighth on.
a base on balls, a Lobo error, and
a double by Pioneer relief pitcher

FIRST BASEMAN McLaughlin
led off the fourth inning for the
Lobos with a single to right field,
and moved to third when third
baseman With hit a long double to
right center. Jim Palmer took a
base on balls to load the sacks.
McLaughlin was thrown out
at the plate on a fielder's choice
and Jim Johnson struck out be-

Steve Foran, but put the side out
in order in the ninth inning to
preserve the Lobo win.
The Lobes will meet Denver
Thursday afternoon at 3, and will
play a single game on Friday, and
a doubleheader on Saturday with
the New Mexico State Aggies.

MR. TACO

4516 Lomas NE
has sold over 3 million
Fa,:.,ous Fluffy tacos-most
of them to UNM people
(nice people)

WANT ADS
HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men'o apparel and
furnishings corporation looking for fraternity and independent men to represent and promote quality men•a wear at
reasonable prices. Write;
College Clasaieo, Inc.
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio ~8201
HELP WANTED: Ideal job for male or
female college student. 15 hrs. Pf!l' week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
your own hours, Beginnin~r Sept. 1968
in fall oemester. Pay $1.26 per holll',
Must qualify for work-otuciy, Secretary
Student Faculty Aooociation. Applications in Activities Center. For additional information call 255-6827, evenings.
Deadline April 5.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AffiWAYS
will be conducting Stewardeos Interviews at UNM on 8/25/68. For further
information and interview appointments.
p!eaoe contact your Placement Office, An
Equal Opportunity Employer,
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN I
WANT IN WITH A GOING CONCERNT
If you like people, like to travel, and have
11 knowledge of a foreign language, conAmerican World Airways, Stewardeos
aider becoming a otewardC88 with Pan
interviews wiU be held on campua on
March 25. For further information,
please contact your Placement OtHce.
Pan Am ;, An Equal Opportunilll
Em1Jh>JIC1'.

NURSES
This io no time to stop leamlng !
Come to Cook County and you will see
something new everyday, It you want
more, we ean oft"et' you tuition assistance toward your maoters degree, You
will have 11 paid holidays, a generous
vaeation, and salary ranging from.
$600.00 to $784.00 per month plus differential. ($75.00 for P.M.'s and $60.00
for NIGHTS,)
All of this and more, In a city that hao
everything but yuu.
For information, write:
Employment Supervisor
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL
OF NURSING
1900 W eot Polk Street
Chlcago, Dllnoill
60612

(TA 9-8400)
N
POETRY WANTED for Poetry AnthololrT.
Include stamped envelope, Idlewild Pnbliohera, ~a Frederick, San Francilco,
California. 94117.
WANTED: 6 etudent members for Stndent Faculty Alaociation. Pick up applications in the Activitlea Center.
Deadline for applicatl.one: Friday, April
5, For Information call 255·6327 evenings,

DELTA SIGMA PI beware I The pJeda'ea
are uniting,
FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM famiahed bouae, 2709 Coal
SE. $90. utlliti"" paid. Call 256..0663.
FOR SALE
CLEAN 1955 Ford in good condition;
good tl""' and engine. Ideal for city
transportation. $125. Call 2li5·25t0 after

DISCOUNtS to UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

3:30.

3/20

KNEE-ROLE DESK: 48w wide, 17~ dMJ>.
30" blgb ; 7 dwn : Phony walnut ftnlab,
$30. See at LOBO offiC<!, 158 Student
Pnblieations Bldg, after 6 p.m. Do not

Louis Yraffos

Jewelers

call.

HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemm·
tary, 5 minutes UNM, near ehopplng.
Redecorated s bedrooma, den, fireplace,
patio. Aunme 6*% loan or trade for
12' wide tnobile home. 1816 Bryn Mawr,
265-(1~4. 8/18
1962 AUSTIN HEALY 8000 MKII, 4 apeed,
w/overdrive, wire wheelo, 3 carbe. New
tireo, vinyl top, aeata, brakes and paint
job. 256-6804.
8/25
12 STRING GUITAR with opruee top and
rosewood fingerboard. $45. Call 268-1150.

Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
WATCHES- GIFTS

DIAMONDS

3/25

AL.'I.SKAN lfALAYUTE. One of those
pups you have been seeing regularly on
TV commercialo now for ule. Expensive. Stud service. 298-6112.
3/2li
LOST
REWARD FOR return of 11ilver ring with
white oval stone. Call 282-3280 after 6 :80
p.m. aok lor Suean.
3/25
SERVICES
ffiONING, bachelor bundlea; mendina';
dr...,aking and altcrnatiOIUI. Reasonable. 2804 Blake SW. Phone 6282.

~iJBE~COC

SJLOON

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies

COME TO HEMISFAIR

Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

SPRING BREAK
(or later- 011ytime)

Stay at San Antonio's
Downtown Youth Hotel

TUXEDOS-BLAZERS

Mister Tux
Phone 255-2592
LEON PALMISANO
21 og San Mateo NE

Albuquerque, N .M.

ALL-AMERICA CANDIDATE Mike Goodart will be a big deter·
mining factor in New Mexico Lobo golf success this season. Goodart,
a junior from Roswell, has been a stalwart on the gold team for two
'leasons and will be backed this year by a host of outstanding fresh·
men and sophomore golfers. The golf team gets its season under way
this weekend with a match against Colorado State College.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

U-Cue Billiards
16 Tables
Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING

Girls - Haif Price

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 om

Your

hink Green
Money
Man

RIVER WALK LODGE
102 W. Crockett, San Antonio, Texas 78205
A/C 512 222-9485
Listed-American Youth Hostel Association
Open April thru October. On thE> River, on" block from HemlsFalr. Air-Conditioned. 350 Beds. Dormllory.type accommodations
for students, with men and women an separate floor!. $3.50 to
$5.00 Per Bed. Special Group Rates,

CALL OR WRITE FOR RESERVATIONS NOW

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

1Yf

3~vl

1( Y/f

EXICO
Our Seventy-first Year ol Editorial Freedom

Vol. 71

Friday, March 22, 1968

· Gregory Assails "Insane "U.S., Sees
Committee Gives
OK to KUNM's

Radio station KUNM's 1968-69
budget request was approved yesterday by the Senate Finance
Committee. Included in the proposed $24,474,000 allocation are
funds for conversion (}f the station to stereo broadcasting.
The requested allocation will
be included in the total Associated
Students budget for next year,
which must be approved by Student Senate and by students voting in the spring elections.
KUNM'S aUocation would be
about $1500 higher than last
:year's. Staff salaries were decreased by a total of $9600, and
capital outlays were raised $5566
to pay for stereo-broadcasting
equipment.
KUNM spokesmen said the
conversion will he made this summer. News broadcasts, station
promotions, and "talk'' shows
will not be broadcast in stereo.
Included in the budget is $5500
to pay salaries for two graduate
men who will serve as station
managers next year.
FINANCE
COMMtrtEE
Chairman Coleman Travelstead
commended KUNM staffers and
Radio Board for presenting a
"tight, well-drawn budget." No
cuts were made in the allocation.
NEGRO EX-COMEDIAN Dick Gregory spoke last night in the UNM
Chief Engineer Steve van Dresser showed results of a survey Concert HalL He called Amerka the "most morally polluted nation on
conducted this semester by the the face of the -nit." Gregory also said tbt the United States is the
station. He said that 36 per cent most radist natio~ in the wo~Jd;:D,te a~"'.ist ~!JJ;!!#t", 'Xie~ N.alll.l"~
and the country "JDSlllle." I1e 8PO'ie to a cap.aeJty. mostly white andJof the UNM students 'POlled own
(Photo by Pawley.)
ence.
stereo radios, and that 80 per
cent said they knew about KUNM
and "liked the concept of an FM
student radio station."
Seventy-five per cent of students owning FM radios listen at
least occasionally to KUNM, van
Dresser said.
THE KUNM STAFF now
numbers about 80, and "is growing every day," van Dresser said.
Station spokesmen said that
stereo programming is "the wave
Four UNM administrators will tional groups: NASPA, NAWDC,
of the future," and that if the represent UNM at national con- National Student Association,
station was to continue to attract ventions during the next two American Association of Univerlisteners it would have to be weeks.
sity Professors and American As"technologically up with the
Howard Mathany, dean of men, S{)Ciation of Colleges.
times."
and Harold Lavender, Vice-PresiThe purpose of the statement is
The station's rock, jazz, and dent for Student Affairs, will atto
recommend a plan to all unifolk presentations are the only tend the National Association of
VerSities
concerning student rights
ones currently available on the Student Personnel Administrators
and
responsibilities.
Dean Whitecity's FM programming, they March 29-April 3 in Minneapolis,
side
said
that
NA
WDC
may also
said. In addition, the station "re- Minn.
form
a
committee
to
work
on enflects what is going on at the
HELEN WHITESIDE, dean of forcing the proposal.
University and .provides a liaison women, and Karen Glaser, assoThe proposal is designed to be
with the community," spokesmen ciate dean of women, will be in
used
with each school's local prosaid.
Chicago, Ill., April 2-7 for the
Because the station is indepen- National Association of Women gram on rights and responsibilities
dent and does not have to sell Deans and Counselors• annual for students. Lavender said he
commercial air time, there is meeting, Miss Whiteside has been feels UNM's current plan is simi"room for experimentation and nominated for vice-president of lar to the proposal.
flexibility'' for programs not the organization.
available on other FM stations,
Heading the agenda for both Las Campanas
radio station employees said.
meetings will be a joint stateTHE STATION can begin ment of student rights and responSophomore women with a 2.8
broadcasting 24 hours a day as sibilities. The proposal includes
or
above grade-point average are
soon as announcers are available, such items as student rights in the
invited to a Las Campanas, sophstation personnel said. The cur- classrooms and in publications.
omore women•s honorary, tea
rent budget is based on a 12-hour
THE STATEMENT was :formu- Sunday afternoon at 2:30 in the
broadcast day.
lated a year ago by a committee
Thompson Lounge in the
Associated Students President of representatives from five na- Esther
Union.
John Thorson praised the station's programming since the
staff change-over in January, and
said be had heard many favorable
comments on KUNM.
''An allocation of this amount
Associated Students President time National Student Associafor KUNM is an investment in
the future/' Thorson said. He en- John Thorson yesterday present- tion coordinator, and a $300-adorsed the conversion to stereo, ed to Senate Finance Committee year increase in the ASUNM
and ;predicted that "if the station his recommendations for the president's salary.
continues to improve it can soon 1968-69 ASUNM budget. They
"The president is paid $100 ll
compete with commercial FM sta- include UNM:'s withdrawal from month during the . nine school
tions in Albuquerque."
the Western Collegiate Associa- months, but he should also be .paid
tion and the New Mexico Associ- during the summer," Thorson
ation of College Student Govern- said. He recommended keeping
Hozhon
ments,
the ASUNM vice-president's salThis Friday, the Hozhon coffee"We do not have enough in ary at $50 a month for nine
bouse will feature The Open common with schools in these two months.
Field, a jazz group. Saturday's associations to justify the memThe fnll-time executive secreattractions will be Cory Mullen, bership fees," Thorson said.
tary for student governnient
a folk musician; nnd Jack Healy,
HE ALSO recommended aboli- would be paid $3744 a year under
a classical guitar player.
tion of the salary for the •full- Thorson's recommendation, and

National Meefings

4 UNM Administrators
To Attend Conventions

By MELISSA HOWARD
"I found out one day that I am a
The United States is an "in- racist because I'm in America
'sane'" nation and the world's and that's all I know. I found my
most racist country, and it is up racism; I hope Americans ca.:,.
to young people to return it to find theirs," he said.
sanity, Negr(} comedian-turned"We don't need white liberals
activist Dick Gregory told a ca- any more--you are obsolete. We
pacity crowd in the UNM: Con- need white radicals. Stop trying
cert Hall last night.
to do something for us and do
"America is the most morally something with us-then maybe
polluted nation on the face of the we'll all have a chance," Gregory
earth, and the young kids who said.
didn't create it are going to have
AMERICA IS the world's most
to clean it up," Gregory said.
racist country because her DeclaTHE SLIGHT, bewhiskered ration of Independence says that
man in work clothes called him- the nation believes all men are
self a "non-violent Uncle Tom" created equal, but the white peoand spoke in the accent and idiom ple don't believe it and the N eof the young people and Negroes groes know they don't, he said.
to whom he addressed his mes- "And that is insanity," he &ssage.
serted.
"We got a right to hate you aS"
"America is not upset over
much as you hate us," Gregory crime and violence until it haptold the mostly-white audience. pens to be black crime and violence. Crime in the streets is
America's ·new way of saying
Publicity Head
'nigger,' and that is insanity,"
Gregory charged.
INSANITY EXISTS when the
FBI sends agents all over the
country to check up on people
like Dick Gregory, Stokley Carmichael, and H. Rap Brown, he
A proposal to establish a posi- said. "The truth is the last thing
tion for a full-time paid publicity the FBI and the CIA don't warit
director for the Associated Stu- you to hear.''
dents was given a do-pass recom"The nation has gone "Stonemendation by the Senate Steering crazy," he charged. He asked stuCommittee Thursday,
dents in the audience to consider
The director would be respon- that their parents would protest
sible for advertising, posters, an- if federal agents came and took
nouncements, and other promotion the family pet and said they
for activities sponsored by the might kill it, but that the same
Associated Students.
parents do not protest when their
Kirby Krbec, associate director sons are drafted.
of; the Union, urged approval of
"The parents side with the fedthe proposal. He pointed out that eral government against theit<' <.
students involved in individual kids and the Idds are right--and
ASUNM activities seldom have damn it, that scares me,'' Gregtime to handle thier own publicity, ory told the cheering audience.
and said Activities Director Ken
THE WAR IN Viet Nam is inGattas had arranged most promo- sane, too, he asserted. "If demotion this year.
cracy is as good as we tell you it
"New kinds of creative pub- is, then why are we going all
licity are badly needed, especially over the world trying to ram it
on a computer camvus," Krbec down people's throats?" he desaid. He suggested that the pub- manded.
licity director could make a tape"Baby, nobody will ever again
recorded message listing coming want us to come to their shores
events, which would be played to and get rid of Communism for
students calling on the telephone. them. This country, with her
record here at home, is going to
guard freedom all over the world.
This is like hiring a convicted
child-molester as a babysitter,"
Gregory said.
"ONE MEASURE of democracy's strength is the freedom to
Ed Lujan, state Young Repub- speak out against it. Too many
licans' president, said last night people are fighting for the Ameriat a UNM: Young Republican can flag, and not enough are fightmeeting that New York Gov. Nel- ing for my rights under it," he
son Rockefeller "is still in the race charged.
for president.''
Insanity exists when "the
He said the New York gover- mightiest nation on earth can be
nor announced Thursday that he scared to death by two young
was not a candidate "only to pre- men-R. Rap Brown and Stokley
serve party unity."
Carmichael," he said. "EveryOnly a handful of YRs showed thing they say is the truth, and
up for what was scheduled as an whenever a mighty nation can be
organizational meeting of the scared by the truth, there's somecampus group.
thing wrong."
Lujan's brother, Manuel, who
HE ADVISED his listeners to
is vice-chairman for the state Re- remember the words of the DecpublicaJl Party, agreed Rocke· laration of Independence during
feller is still in the race, but pre- the coming summer's "riot seadicted Dick Nixon would receive son": "It is your duty to abolish
the nomination.
that government."
"A lot of black people in this
country think the 'free and equal' •
clause applies to them, and maybe
that's where the hang-up is," he
said.
H. Rap Brown's advice to Netwo part-time work-study secregroes to "get a gun and watch
taries would be hired for $180.
HE ESTIMATED ASUNM of- the police" is just like Paul Revfice expenses at $3500 based on ere's "the British are coming,''
this year's costs, but said the Gregory said.
"TWENTY OR 30 years ago
figure could be cut if changes
Negroes
had empty stomachs.
were made in some operations.
Now they have full stomachs and
Thorson a 1 s o recommended empty minds, Empty minds hear
keeping the $225-a-year salary sounds, and the sound of this
for the attorney general, and a country doesn't seem too good to
$450 expense account for the ex- us now," he warned.
ecutive and $225 for the viceGregory said Negroes plan to
:president's account.
begin demonstrations in Chicago
He suggested cutting the allo- in May so that when the national
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 5)

Director's Post
Receives Do-Pass

Nixon Picked to Win

By N.M. Republicans

Thorson Proposes Budget:
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ROTC Program Debated
By RICHARD ANTHONY
College Press Service

since the Korean War, all of them
are making the effort to liberalize
ROTC curricula, and to make military courses more like other college and university courses,
The reason that the services
are concerned about the future of
their campus programs is simple
-they need the officers that come
out of ROTC training, As one
army official put it, "We're looking for an officer that has a broad
collegiate background, and it's

cheaper to get this individual off
a college campus than to train
him ourselves."
It remains to be seen, though,
whether or not the ROTC planners
can come up with courses and instructors of sufficient quality to
forestall more academic criticism.
If they can't, ROTC could be in
for another of the periodic declines that it has suffered since
its inception more than 50 years
ago.

For Reserve Officer's Training
Corps units around the country,
this academic year, like its predecessors, has had its controversial
moments.
At the University of Newark,
for example, about 25 students
marched into the middle of an
ROTC drill session early last fall,
shouting "Sieg Heil" and "ROTC
makes us men," as a way of showing their dislike of the university's compulsory ROTC requirements. This led to several months
-of wrangling between the administration and student opponents
of the compulsory ROTC, which
the faculty finally resolved by
voting to make the program voluntary.
explain your appeal rights, then
WASIDNGTON (CPS)- FolAt two West Coast universities lowing is the text of a one-page
appeal in writing.
-Stanford and the University of sheet on how to appeal draft class4. If you lose at the state
California at Berkeley-Navy ifications being circulated to camboard
level, and if there are
ROTC bu~ldings were set afire last puses by the National Student
any dissenting votes, you can
month. Although arson is clearly · Association:
appeal to the Presidential
indicated in both cases, and ROTC
In June, 1968, the government
Board of Appeals.
officials have guessed that the fires
will say to graduating seniors
If you lose a "IIS" on appeal
were set by opponents of the miland first year grad students
you can reapply for a "IIA", or
itary, no suspects have been
"You are now lA, you must
occupational deferment, on the
named as yet.
serve in the armed forces.'' In
grounds that your research in
AT MOREHEAD State Univerdoing so, the government has
graduate school is in the nationsity in Kentucky, strong opposidefied the· entire educational
aP'intTirest.
"'
tion has developed among some
community, which urged a constudents and faculty to the estab5.
Appeal
for
occupatier.al
tinuation of the graduate deferlishment of a compulsory ROTC
deferment to your local board in
ment and a lottery of all eligprogram on the campus. Last
OP through a personal
writing,
ible men, from 19 to 26.
month tlte university administraappearance.
WILL YOU appeal this decition said that the contracts of
6. IF DENIED, ask for a persion 'l The National Student Asthree faculty members who have
sonal appearance and reconsociation urges you and all
been actively opposing compulsideration.
other men eligible for inducsory ROTC would not be renewed.
tion, whether you plan ultimate7. Appeal to your state
In spite of incidents like these
ly to serve or to resist, to apboard-if
you attend school in
the y e a r has not b e e n
peal your 1A reclassification.
state
other
than your home
a
notable for crusades against
These are the steps you can
ask
that
this appeal be
state,
ROTC. In fact, at a time when
take:
transfered
to
the
state board
the war in VietNam has contrib1. You can apply in writing
having
jurisdiction
where you
uted to the growth of a substanfor a continuation of "IIS"
attend
school.
tial peace movement among stufrom your local board in writ8. If there are any dissentdents, ROTC has largely escaped
ing, then through a personal
ing
votes, appeal to the Presibecoming a target of anti-war
appearance.
dential
Board.
groups.
2.
If
your
local
board
rejects
For further information, buy
Rather than centering their atyou, you can ask for reconsider"How to Stay Out of the
tention on ROTC, organizations
ation in writing, which the
Army," by Conrad Lynn
like Students for a Democratic
board may ignore, then through
(Grove Press) or contact:
Society have focused on outside
a second personal appearance,
recruiters, especially those from
1. American Friends Service
which they may not grant.
"'"Dow Chemical Co., and to a lesser
Committee;
3. IF YOU lose twice, you
extent on military research on
2. U.S. National Student
can appeal to your state board,
universities.
Association.
first meeting with the governBUT THERE HAS been one dement Appeals Agent, who will
velopment this year that could,
in the long run, prove more of a
problem for ROTC, than being
the prime target of SDS. It is the
Peru Study
movement to deny academic credit for ROTC courses.
Movement may not be the right
word to describe what has hapApplications are now being acpened so far, because there have
cepted for 25 scholarships for
been no mass cancellations of
Spanish-Americans who wish to
ROTC credit. The faculties at
A Fulbright scholarship to study at the Denver University
three schools in the Northeast- Catholic University in Lima, Peru Law School this summer.
Boston University, Northeastern has been awarded to Rosslyn
College graduates are eligible
University in Boston, and Bow- Mynatt, a February graduate of
for
a nine-week summer session
doin College in Brunswick, Me.- UNM.
June 17 which includes
beginning
have voted to withdraw credit for
Miss Mynatt will attend the introductory law courses and
ROTC courses.
Catholic University for one year
advisory
counseling.
The decision to take away aca- and will study Latin American special
for
the
program
are proFunds
demic credit for ROTC is not final literature, history and Pre-Columvided
by
a
Ford
Foundation
grant
at any one of the three schools, bian Indians. She received her
of
$58,000.
which is probably a source of bachelor of arts degree in SpanStudents who do well in the
some comfort to ROTC planners ish from UNM.
summer
session will be recomin the Pentagon. There are signs,
While attending UNM, Miss
though, that the credit issue is Mynatt was the vice-president of mended for scholarships and
other financial aid to continue in
spreading.
Spurs, sophomore women's honAT YALE UNIVERSITY in orary; president of Las Campa.. law school.
mid-March, the Yale Daily News nas, junior women's honorary and
ran an editorial urging an end to president of Mortar Board, senior
ROTC credit. The head of Yale's women's honorary.
Baptist Union
Course of Study Committee, the
In 1964 Miss Mynatt attended
The Baptist Student Union will
faculty group that is charged with
the film "Sweet Bird of
present
in
Mexico
City.
summer
school
reviewing the university's curYouth,"
starring Paul Newman
Last
summer
she
worked
a~ a
riculum, says the committee is
Peru
for
Page, tonight at 7
and
Geraldine
summer
missionary
in
looking into the qJlestion of
the
Southern
Baptist
Convention.
;p.m.
Admission
is 25 cents.
ROTC credit. At Michigan State
University, a Military Education
jAdvisory Committee, composed
of four civilian-faculty members
University of Albuquerque
has been set up to study the ROTC
_,... curriculum.
The services are aware that
the quality of their ROTC trainPopular Entertainment Committee Presents
ing is coming under scrutiny. In
spite of the fact that the pressure of the draft has made ROTC
more popular than at any time

NSA Tells Students

l-low t:o Appeal Draft:

U. Student Gets
Fulbright Award

Denver U. to Assist
Spanish-Americans

U-Cue Billiards
16 Tables
Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
Girls - Half Price
Open 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m, 300.5 Central N.E.
BUTTERFIELD , . . YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE. JEWELER

GET A LOAD OF
THOSE CURVES.
THIS IS:
A. The latest work of a noted San Francisco
sculptor, entitled "Woman #27."- from his
Modified Cubistic Construction period.

@

2312 Central SE
OPPOSITE UNM Concert Hall

McDonald'S

3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N.W.

In Concert-April 6-S:OO PM

l

--

"Sky's the limit"
for Variety
at

FRANK'S
DRIVE-IN
Delicious
Malts
Shakes
.. Holiday Treat"

and The Blue Marble Faun

March 30, 1968-8:00 p.m.
Admission $4.00 - $3.00 - $2.00

Glen Campbell

YOUR KIND OF PLACEJu

McDONALD'S
CATERS YOUR
PARTIESGIVE US A CALL TO HAVE A BALL

will move more and more toward individual basis. It doesn't help pect miracles .... I'd rather have
graduate and professional educa- very much to take general posi- an attitude where administrative
tion. This will call for serving tions on, say, student power ver- officers and faculty members are
graduate students better and put- sus the administration. . • . The prepared to talk with students
ting more emphasis on research idea of an Ombudsman who would who want to talk about any reabe available to help students with sonable topic!'
related t<> graduate study."
Last night's program will be
ON THE SUBJECT of financial their ;problems might be explored
re-broadcast
on KUNM, 90.1
if
there
seemed
to
be
interest,
resources, Heady noted . UNM in
many of its programs is at a but it would be a mistake t<> ex- FM, Sunday at 5 p.m.
"take-off point" and efforts must
be made to get the necessary
funds for expanding the institution. "We need to make every effort t<> capitalize on the beginnings we have," he said.
"The state of New Mexic<> <>ver
the years has had a commendable
record of support for higher education with relation to the resources available," Heady said,
"and if I weren't fairly optimistic about UNM's long-term prospects I'd be somewhere else."
LEARN ABOUT
Heady commended the administration of retiring President Tom
Popejoy and added, "A transiONE-STOP SHOPPING
DR. FERREL HEADY, UNM president-elect, appeared on KUNM· tion of administrations does not
FM's "The Public Eye" last night. Questioned by KUNM's Tom Dil- need to call for drastic changes,
lon, Associated Students President John Thorson, and Lobo Editor and in my opinion will not result
One-Stop Convenience
Chuck Noland, Heady said his primary concerns when he takes over in drastic changes in this case."
One-Stop Savings
July 1 will be the students' role in policy-making; lower-division, nonIn response to a series of quesvocational education; graduate-school education and related research; tions on administration - student
One-Stop Selection
and financial support for future expansion. (Photo by Pawley)
relations, Heady said: "We need
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
to deal with student needs on an
for Shopping Convenience
A reconsideration of the roles lation at UNM than at the Uniof different University groups in versity of Michigan, where he
Call 265-5611 ••• Ext. 6
studying and formulating policy spent 20 years, which Dillon used
--with emphasis on the part stu- as an example. "The situation
Today for Credit Application
dents should play - will be an here is more stable and more
area of primary concern for promising," he said.
Heady, who will take over from
UNM's new administration, Dr.
Ferrel Heady, president- elect, 1:etiring President Tom Popejoy
July 1, listed three other primary
said yesterday.
MR. TACO
"I would like to be sympathetic, areas of concern: lower-division,
responsive, and understanding of non-vocational education; gradu4516 Lomas NE
the needs of students as students ate-school education and rehas sold over 3 million
see them," Heady said on KUNM- search; and financial resources.
Famous Fluffy tacos-most
''WE HAVE A gap between the
FM's "The Public Eye" program
of them to UNM people
kind of programs that, say, the
(nice people)
last night.
HEADY, questioned by Technical- Vocational Institute
KUNM's Tom Dillon, Associated provides and the kind of educaStudents President John Thorson, tion a university offers," Heady
and Lobo Editor Chuck Noland, said. "The Albuquerque metroemphasized his belief that it is politan area needs a kind of postthe responsibility of the students high-school educational program
to question, and the responsibility that is not now available. But
one main problem, which we are
of the administration to listen.
"I would balk at the idea that studying, is under whose auspices
innovation should come from the such a program should come."
Heady outlined three possible
president or other administrative
figures," Heady said in response sponsorship plans for such a proto a question asking if the admin- gram: the Albuquerque Public
istration should try to anticipate schools; a community college; or
and initiate changes the students UNM, through supplementary
programs. "We're looking into it,
might desire.
but
we can't say yet whether
Asked if he thought lack of
student involvement at UNM was UNM should try to do it on its
a serious problem, Heady said he own or assist someone else in dowas not too concerned about the ing it," he said.
Heady explained his concern
problem as such.
for
graduate education and re"THE PROBLEM of apathy or
indifference is not something search this way: "In years to
UNM hils a monopoly on," he come, the proportion of students
said. "I'd rather concentrate on
creating the machinery for allowCAMPUS LAUNDRY
ing interested students to voice
and CLEANING
their views than to worry unduly
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
about those who aren't interand Laundry
ested.''
Open 8 AM·B PM
Heady said there is much more
Counselor Always on Duty
sanctioned involvement by stu2106 Central S.E.
247-0836
dents in policy studies and formu-

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

B. (RIGHT ANSWER) A tuning fork from an
Accutron timepiece, which replaces all
those gears that get broken all the time.
It's what makes Accutron the most accurate
wrist timepiece in the world. We are
an authorized
Accutron Sales/Service
Center
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Dr. Heady Emphasizes Importance of Students·

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS

THE HAPPENINGS
In Concert
at Civic Auditorium

F~id!lYo ~areh 22, 1968

Friday, March '22, '1968"

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Taco Burgers
30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381

Tickets On Sale Tuesday, March 26 At Concert Hall

lomas at Washington

Prices: $2.50-$3.00-$3.50-$4.00-Student Discount $.50 In Each Price Range

4330 LOMAS N.E.

Presented By ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

PHONE 255-4248

in the Triangle lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE
I
(

'
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Heady Trusts Under-30's

-It·

Dr. Ferrel Beady, UNM's president-elect, spoke on a
KUNM radio panel last night. During the hour-long discussion, he answered a question on the Stokley Carmichael controversy like this: "Although we want to enjoy good relations
with our constituency, our prime concern is not to please
people. I believe attention in that speaker incident became
centered on the wrong issue. Most of the argument was on
how people felt on his views or whether he should or should
not have been invited, whereas the central issue to me was
one of trust and confidence in this generation of students."
Dr. Heady, who will take over from retiring president Tom
Popejoy on July 1, exemplifies that trust and confidence.
Most students don't know what Dr. Heady is like. He has
only been at UNM for about 14 months, and during that time
he has been in a position (academic vice-president) where
his contact with students has been virtually nil. But yesterday's radio panel made one thing clear: Dr. Heady is vitally
concerned with the needs and desires of students and is willing to listen to them when they speak responsibly.
The key word here seems to be responsibility. "What expression of student wants should be listened to?" Dr. Heady
asked last night. ''You're not likely to find two students who
want exactly the same thing. Because of this and the size
UNM has already gotten to be, I believe it is proper to give
special weight to the opinions of students who have been
chosen by their fellow students to represent them."
"But I think the best thing we can do is get the word
around that people on the faculty and administrative side
are willing to listen and are expected to listen to students,"
he concluded.
This is all students can properly ask of an administration
·'""-that it be willing to listen without prejudgment to students' suggestions. .And this, in turn, is all students can hope
for-and this time apparently have found-in a university
president.

When Will We Wake Up?
Dick Gregory pulls no punches. This man, who has- been
shot at and has spent more time in Southern jails than almost anyone except a Birmingham wino, came to UNM last
night to tell the truth :-and tell it he did, in living color
and stereophonic sound.
America, he said, is heading for an explosion. The Negro
is tired of playing the white man's game of ''You're making
progress. Just cool it for a little while longer and you'll get
your rights." But those same rights have been denied and
those same promises held out too often and the black man
just isn't buying any more.
When will America wake up and realize how sick it really
is? he asks, and we can only echo that frightening question,
for the answer may well be, "not soon enough."
Gregory places the responsibility for patching up "this
monster we call America" in the hands of the youth of today, because he says the "old folks" are the ones who botched
it up and are too corrupt to fix it themselves.
.And everyone laughed uncomfortably at his too-pointed
jokes and clapped bravely and gave him a thunderous standing ovation and went home to bed and got up this morning
and forgot all about a man named Dick Gregory-except to
remember that "He had some good things to say but I can't
quite remember just what they were, so what's the use. I'll
have .another beer."
r
And we, like Dick Gregory, can only wonder: Yeah, just
when will we wake up, anyway?

Juggler Editor on Election
By ROB BURTON
Well, now even The Lobo knows
about James Dines' candidacy for
ASUNM President. It will be interesting to see how many others
are waiting in the wings ·with
their campaigns.
We take you away, as it were.
to the never-never land of bigtime New Mexico Union politics,
or the Associated Students of the
second 11oor.
THERE, ANY springtime aft.
ernoon, one can find an unlimited
number of candidates, especially
if one looks trustworthy. Thill$ it
is that non-eandidate Godfry
Runnels consented to talk with
me, the Juggler editor. For who
could be less likely to take him
seriously?
Runnels, whose niclmame is
Smallfry (after his stature, not
his namesake), spoke in the best
of second-11oor tradition - hurriedly, with one eye on the passenby, presumably to avoid being
caught.
"Did you see the paper today?"
he asked excitedly. "Did you see
what Dines has done!" All over
the second floor, nervons and surf)rised student-government types
were reacting the same as Runnels.
I HAD SEEN the announcement
of Dines' Senate resignation and
had even read The Lobo editor"s
attempt to expose Dines' reform
resignation as the start of a drive
to place himself in the top office
on the second 11oor, near the circus tent. I knew, too, that some
considered Dines' concern about
reform to be genuine. Hadn't he,
they asked, contributed greatly
to reform by resigning!
Mter admitting to Runnels
that I'd seen it, I ask~ him if be
knew what effect the story had
bad on the other candidates.

.h!.l/li,m-lr.tl ~,....tkaar, JtG•

"My God," swore Runnels,
"Travelstead doesn't know what
to do. He's not sure whether the
exposure helped or burt Dines'
campaign, but be's sure that it
put Dines ahead in the race to
collect the largest serapbook of
newspaper clippings. Why, 'hav~
elstead wasn't even mentioned
once!"
WHEN I asked Runnels bow
many he thought might be running for: the easiest scholarship
in the school, he corrected me at
onee.
"Yon mean the presidency, of
course. I guess that as many as
eight are running, or about to,
dependiug upon whether Popejoy
decides to euroD and run, too. Also, you never know how many
Thonon has talked into running,"
Runnels said.
"Bnt Thorson is supposed to be
supporting Travelstead," I protested. "Hell, they even live together. Im't that kind of dirty?"
"NOT REALLY,." my informant explained. "There's lots of
extenuating circumstances that
make it necessary."
As I listened, Runnels outlined
the rumor that Thorson feared
Travel5tead couldn't beat Dines.
"You see, as both a dormie and a
greek, Dines- ought to f>ull a lot
more votes than Thorson's man,
who is nothing. Besides, you gotta appreciate the difficulty of run~
ning with a name like that," said
RunneJs. I said I could, as visions
of slogans like "Travel with Chester" and "Pay your fees and
Travelstead" sprang up. I knew
it could be tough going for him.
''That's not all," Runnels insisted. "Who'd want to chance
being a feDow-Traveller in Albuquerque! The new president of
the University is sUpposed to be
very fussy about UNM's image."

Letters

I TOLD HIM he was being
silly. 'havelstead's men could always counter with "Dine's Out."
"Well,'' said Runnels, "that
may be. But another reason Thorson is rumored to be looking for
other candidates is that he doesn't
have time to help Travelstead all
the way, now that he's working
foil-time to organize students for
Kennedy."
I couldn't see how this helped
Travelstead, nor had Runnels
named any names, but be soon
made the strategy appear simple.
Because of Dines' supposed Greek
support, the rumor went, Thorson
was seeking a popular Greek to
oppose him. Because of Dines'
donnie popularity, be sought a
p o p u 1 a r independent to run
against him.
AS AN ADDED safeguard, the
radical vote could be courted with
an SDS candidate, while the reac~
tionaries would be tempted with
David Foreman, of tbe Younger
Americans for Freedom. "He has
great support because of his patriotic endonement of his friends'
Army enlistments," Runnels explained.
I found this highly unlikely,
and I still suspect that if Thorson approached Foreman, it
would be to attempt to buy him
off and f)revent the defeat of the
ASUNM Budget in the election.
"Anybody else?" I asked.
''Yeah, a guy from last year,
named van Dresser. I think he
might run, if he can find a platform. And in all this mess, someone's sure to run against the
whole thing," said Runnels.
THORSON'S PLOT, then, was
brilliant, if the rumor was true.
By splitting the electorate so
many ways, it might be possible
for Travelstead to win.
''Who'd vote for Travelstead!"
I asked Runnels.
"Oh, if all those candidates appear on the ballot, he'll have
enough votes from right here on
the second floor to win. Otherwise. he might not stand a

Praise From NMSU
Dear Editor:
I was greatly imi>ressed. last
Friday during the NCAA tournament to see that the UNII students were first to put aside the.
traditional UNM-NMSU rivalry.
For this we are all very appreciative and hope in the future
when "the chips are down" for
one school, what is normally the
"rival" school will be the first to
strike up their fight song.
Christine Kozeliski

Old 'Establishment•
Dear Editor:
As a member of the Establishment, reader of your paper, and
1parent of one of your students, I
would like to have a say. I would
like to say, without great humility, that we members have worked long and hard so that you
members of the new Establishment would be able to have the
time to study the changes necessary.
Let me say that we love you
and are for you 100 per cent. As
one great writer put it, "In yonr
brief span of life will fall the
honor and good fortune to see
critical changes."
Your thinking is great. You are
going to be the bright knights of
the future who will ereate a shining new world. Every man will be
treated with justice and tolerance.
We are sure that you will separate the wheat from the chaff.

.

....

.
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Gronts Avoiloble
For U. Students
New Mexico Senators Clinton
P. Andenon and Joseph M. Montoya announced that 2.226 New
Mexico students will receive
$1,043,160 in grants under the
ffigber Education Act of 1965.
UNM gets 654 of these student
grants totaling $311,800.
THES~ GRANTS are awarded
by participating institutions of
higher learning to students of exceptional financial need who are
eligible for the program. The
grants range from $200 to $800
for eaeh academic year of study
up to a maximum duration of four
years.

Each grant requires that a student receive an amount of aid
equal to the grant from one or
more of the foDowing sources: (1)
institutional, state, or privately financed aid; (2) compensation
from employments programs (except that Sllch aid may not inelude payment received under the
federal college work-study program); and (3) loans.
ANDERSON and Montoya
said, "This type of program
quietly and effectively continues
to make it possible for many deserving young people of ability to
acquire higher educations. Another 2,266 will now benefit in our
state, opening doors that yesterday were not {)pen to them."
The other nine New Mexico colleges besides UNM receiving
grants are: College of Santa Fe,
Eastern N.M. Univenity, Eastern N..ll. Univenity at Portales,
N.M. Institute of Mining and
Technology, N.M. Highlands, N .M.
State, St. Johns College, University of Albuquerque, and Western
New Mexico University.

___ _,.
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Gregory •••
(Continued from page 1)
Democratic convention opens in
August the police will be "wore
out, and they'll need the army to
hold the convention."
"IF YOU ALL knew what we
have been through in this filthy,
insane, trampy nation-not in
Germany or in that Russia you
are so afraid of-" you would
know why Negroes revolt, he said.
There is a full-scale Negro revolution under way in the United
States today because "we do not
have white folks but we do bate
this insane system," Gregory
said.
"And when you bate a system,
that's revolt. Revolution is the extension of evolution, which is
slow, natural change," he continued.
THE NEGRO revolt is understandable becanse it is like any
phenonomen of nature: Negroes
are like a pile of greasy rags
locked in a closet. "Spontaneous
combustion is inevitable in nature," Gregory said.
The Negro revolt must succeed,
because it is the stronger force
and bas nature on its side, he said.
He compared the black people to
a 400-year-old tree which all the
bigh~powered trucks of the whites
cannot knock down.
"EDUCATION is not our problem. We are protecting the rights
of the South Vietnamese, but nobody ever said they had to be
educated. How can the whites say
that we have to be educated before we can be equal? How can
we pull our brother out of the
ghetto by his bootstraps when
you don't give him any boots?"
he asked.
Gregory said civil-rights legislation was like progress on the
installment plan. "Before, we got
34 cents in return for a dollar, and
now you tell us that you're giving ns 67 cents," be said.
"BUT WE'RE going to get 100
cents on the doDar or that cashregister won't ring any more," he
warned. "We'll bum this country
down house by house if they don't
stop all these damn insults."

Paul ~n· .................................... - - Cool Hand Lule

UNM Film Committee
Announces

Rod Steiger ....................................... - - In The Heat Of The Night

Academy Awards Contest

Spencer

T~

....................................... -----

Gue5S WIK>"sComing To Dinner

First Prize: $25 S~con'd $15 Third: $10
Turn In Ballots To Activities Center
Secretary

Best Director
ArthurP•n .................................... - - Bonnie And Clyde
Mib Nichols .................................. The Groduale

Deadline April7, 1968
Two Ballots Per Person

Ston~ ~

.................................... - - -

Gue55 WIK>"s Coming To Dinner

Rkha.d lfoais .................................. ----In Cold Blood
................................. In The Heat Of The Nigllt
...

N~ ~

Name -----------------------------------Addreu

Best Song .

I,D. - - - - - - - - Ph. - - - - - - - - -

.

Best Picture
Bonnie And Clyde ...... , •........ , . · . • · · · · •

Dr. Doolittle ...................... · ...... · · - - -

''The llal'8 Nwauilies" ........................ -. • • The Jungle Book
c
"The Era Of ._.. .......... • • • • • • ·. • - - • • • • • • • • ----Banning

·

"'I.. look Of._.. ................... ~ ......... Casino Royale
"Tal< To 1loe A•;.,J/,f' ........... - ... · • • • • • • • .. · • Dr. Doolillle
"'Thorouglofr Modeno ,.... • • • • • • • • .. .. • .. • • • • • • Thoroughly Modem Millie

The Graduate ....•...........•...••...... · · - - -

Best Supporting Adress

Gu.ss Who's Coming To Dinner • , ••. , . • • • . • • . • -

Chaan~ ................................. Thoroughly Modem Millie
Miidr.d Nol•idt .... - .. . .. . • • . • • • .. • . .. .. .. • • • • • Barefoot In The Pork
Ca~

In The Heat Of The Night ....... , .. , • . . .. . .. -----

Best Actress
Anne Bancroft •••••••••••.•••...••••.••• • • • • -

The Graduate
Faye Dunaway ........................... ..

Bonnie And Clyde
Edith Evan• ••....••...•••...•....•• · • • • - · • •
The Whlsperers
Audrey Hepburn ......................... • . - - Wait Until Dark
Katherine Hepburn ....•.......••.••• - • • • · · • . Guess Who's Coming To Dinner

Best Actor
·warren BeaHy ••• , •• , ••••••.•••••••••••••••
Bonnie And Clyde
Dustin Hoffman .•...••••••••.....•.•.•• • • • • • The Graduate

EsteU..P- ....................................... Bonnie And Clyde
leah~ ......................................... Guess Who's Coming To o;....,..
~

._ ...................................... -

The Graduote

Best Supporting Aclor
John <=-Nihts .................................. The Dirty Damn
~ H ckann .................................. Bonnie And Clyde
CecilliCitllu-r ........ • • - - • • • ... - • • • • • - • - - • • • • Guess Who's COining To lllnner
~

.....,

.................................

-

Cool Hond lub
~ Polanl ................................... Bonnie And Clyde

chanee," said Runnels.

I've thought it over, and there
is really only one alternative left
to me. In order to represent the

..
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We know you will not erowd out
the sensia with the intelligentsia.
You will not forfeit the good you
inherited with the hackneyed old
phrase "academic freedom." You
will know that of all the animal
kingdom, only man bas love with
sex.
It may have taken almost 2000
years, but we believe that you
will divide your bread and conquer the Peace.
Genevieve M. Porter

What Does
O'Donnell Know?
Dear Editor:

The members of the Juggler
may be just 'kiddies', but Mr. 0'DonneD hasn't even been born
yet. If and when he does hop out
of the womb, I hope be realizes
(if he is capable) that P.E.
courses don't make one an expert
in anything except jumping jacks,
much less writing, thinking,
un~ding, ete.
·
O'Donnell wasn't at the Pub
Board meeting, so why does he
think he knows anything about
the reasons for the J·aggler's being taken off the subsidy? He
doesn't.
No one gives a damn what he
penonally 'thinks'. So I hope be
wi11 quit trying and save us from
the not even liberal dribble coming from wherever it is that his
mouth is located.
Mark Wiesen

lunatic student majority that let
all this happen in the first :Plaee,
I think I'll run myself. Student
Government is funnier than the
Juggler could ever be.

Colling U
FRIDAY
~

Scieac:e Fair Edlibita; Uaiftr.
aity Arm&; AD Dq.
l'ortland Cement Com- Conf.......,e;
Union Theater; 8:00 LDL
N.ll. Sb.k High Scbool Delak Tournament; N.,... Jlexi<o Union; 12:00 NDOD..
l'ortland Cemeot ComPIIDJ' LunehmD;
Union 250 C-E; 12:00 NDOD..
Lobo Christian Fcllowahip Facaltt
Union 231 C: 12 :15 p.m.
Latin-American Desk; Union ZGS; 12:H

p~ of l'!QBiell A: Aatro:.ucomq; Colloqanm: Louis Raoen, "Bule Raeardl A:
Pru:tical Applications of the Los AlammJ
Jleoon Facilit;F"': Pb7JJiell A: ~

Bldlr. : 3 :30 p.m.
Fridq Cinl!maiheqne: ''Goldea Aile of
Comedy and Chaplinn; Union Tbt!ater; '1,
10:00 p.m.
n.m.•i; Union 231 E; 8:00p.m.
Senior Recital: Jlarpftt; ~piano;
Fine Arts Recltai HaD ; 8 :15 p.m.
Roclo' Theatre l'rod: ••Good Waman of
SetzuanN ; Roclo' Theatre: 8 :JO p.m.

SUNDAY

!A& CampaDIIII Tl!&; Union F.lllher
TbomPIIOD Lnl!'. ; 1:00 p.m..
AlbuQuerque S7JDpbonr Oreb. StrlnJ!
EtllleDlble; Fine Arts Recltai Ball: 4 :00
p.m.

Zimmemum Librar7 Jlotoft:rc)e Club:
Union 260 C; 5 :CHI p.m.
SundQ' Film F...,: "Walk Don't Run";
Union Tbt!ater; 5, 8:00 p.m.
V anib' Dand DinJier Con«:rt: Union
Dallroom : 5:30 p.m.
Alpba Phi Omega l'kdgee : Union 2liO E:
6:00p.m.
Greek Week Dinner: Union Del!erl;
Room: 6:30 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega; Union Counell
Room : 'l :30 p.m.
Bodey Tbt!atre l'rod: •'Good Woman of
Setman"; Rodq Theatre; 8:10 p.m.

Women"s Honorary

Applications for Spur Memberships

Mailed to Eligible Freshman Coeds

Membenhip applications are
now being mailed to eligible
freshmen women by the UNM

chapter of Spurs.
Spurs is a sophomore women's
honorary with 51 ~hapters in the
nation to serve the college and
community. The Spurs' activities
Open to Public
are: ushering at Commencement
and concerts, serving at receptions, competing in campus spirit
contests, helping during orientation and registration, and selling
footbaD programs and Spur-0Grams.
Membership requirements include a .2.6 grade point average
Dr. Panl F. Chenea, a nation- or better for at least 12 semester
aJiy recognized scientist-engineer- hours, and !participation in at
educator, will speak today at least two campus activities.
UNH.
Selections of new Spurs inDr. Chenea's address, "The Ob- volves interviews, teas, and the
aolescence of Knowledge-Three tapping ceremony at tile Honors
Steps Up and Over," is open to · Assembly in May. All eligible
the public without charge at 3:30 freshman women are invited to
p.m. in room 102, Mitchell Hall. apply, and applications are due in
The public is invited to meet Dr. the Dean of Women's office by
Chenea at 2 :30 p.m. in the Coun- April 1. Any freshman woman
cil Room of the Union at an in- who is eligJ1>1e and d~ not reformal coffee hour.
ceive an application within the
The address is being &}IOnsored next week can pick one Uf> at the
by the UNM-Sandia CoDoquium Dean of Women's office.
Fnnd.
Dr. Chenea is scientific director
of the reaeareh laboratories of
General Motors Corporation. Prior to this, he taught engineering
at both the Univenity of Michigan and Purdue University. At
(Continued from page 1)
Purdue, he was head of the de- cation for the Kiker Memorial
partment of engineering nieehan- Award, and said that next year's
ies, and head of the school of me- student directory had already
chanical engineering. On a leave been contracted and paid for.
of absence, he taught electrical
THE PUBLICITY director, if
engineering at Massachusetts Inthe
position is approved by Stustitute of Technology. Dr. Chenea
dent
Senate, should be paid $100
became vice president for aca~
a
month,
Thorson said. The direcdemic affairs at Purdue Univer~
sity in 1961. He remained in this tor could handle publication of El
capacity until he resigned and Recado, be said, and recommended a $3300 allocation for the
joined General Motors.
newsletter
and calendar.
From 1960 to 1962, Dr. Chenea
Thonon
said the Executive
served as chairman of t.he com~
mission on engineering education. Contingency Fund could be reHe is a member of the American worked, and handled by a Senate
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Finance sub-committee. The fund
American Institute of Physics, is for the use of the president
Society of Automotive Engineers, during summer and vacations
and American Academy of Arts when Senate cannot vote special
allocations.
and Sciences.

Dr. Paul Chenea
To Give Address
About Knowledge

Proposed Budget
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SPORTS
EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

By WAYNE CIDDIO
This week, weather permitting,
new UNM Head Football Coach
Rudy Feldman, and his seven
man coaching staff, will take the
first step towards putting some
shine on a lackluster football program at UNM.
Spring drills in preparation for

5th Stroight Win
The UNM tennis team sco1·ed
its fifth consecutive· victory of the
season with a 6-3 win over Western Athletic Conference foe Utah
yesterday at the UNM tennis
courts. The Lobos are undefeated
so far this season.
NEW MEXICO and Utah each.
captured three singles victories
before the Lobos swept the doubles com:petition.
Ted Russell, New Mexico's
number one man, ran into a tough
match against Utah's Mike Waldron. The two went as far as a
12-12 tie before Russell got the
necessary two game edge and
went on to win the third set 14-12.
Tony Bull and Van Hill continued setting the pa.ce for the
Lobos in the doubles with a 6-8,
7-5, victory over Dale Fritz and
Waldron.
Results of the match were
{UNM listed 1irst) :
Ted Russell def. Mike Waldron,
7-5, 3-6, 14-12; Tony Bull def.
Paul Hoffman, 6-3, 6-3; Van Hill
def. Dick Svedman, 6-2, 6-1; Willie Oropez def. by Dale Fritz, 6-4,
6-0; Bill Thompson def. by Larry
Hammel, 7-5, 4-6, 7-5; Doug MacCurdy def. by Scott Bennion 6-3,
6-2; Russell-Jones def. BoffmanSvedman, 6-4, 9-7; Bull-Hill def.
Fritz-Waldron, 6-3, '7-5; OropezThompson def. Bennion-Hammel,
'7-5, 6-4.

the 1968 football season will open
Tuesday afternoon at the UNM
practice field. Coach Feldman has
extended an invitation to anyone
interested in trying out for the
football team to be at Johnson
Gym Tuesday morning for equipment issue. Feldman has not decided on a starting time for the
first practice.
ONE-A-DAY drills are scheduled for Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday. The first
sessions will be devoted to work
on fundamental skills, something
seriously lacking in Lobo football
teams of the past three years.
Feldman expects 60-65 men for
the first session. This total includes three junior college transfers, who have enrolled at UNM
for the spring semester in order
to participate in spring training.
"We're going to start out very
fundamentally to see who possesses the skills we're looking for
and then go into offensive and defensive work. I can't say much
. about any of the players because
I haven't seen what they can do
you, but I'm looking forward very
much to spring ball," Feldman
said.
FELDMAN has completed hiring of an entirely new assistant
coaching staff. Members of the
staff are offensive coaches Dale
Perini, Bill Mondt, and Larry Bielat, defensive coaches Walt Klinker, Burt Clark, and Jerry Summerville, and freshman coach DamonBame.
Feldman's staff has been on recruiting trips off and on since
Feldman assumed the head coaching position last fall. Recruiting
has been mainly concentrated in
New Mexico and Colorado, but
has been extended all over the
country.
The recruiters have been visiting high schools and junior colleges across the nation in search
of players to build Lobo football
strength. Robert Lee Williams,
a flashy halfback from Albuquerque High School, has signed a

ifBE~COG

year. New Mexico has pJcked up sparkling pitching performances
from McAulay and senior Ralph Sallee this season. The Lobos are 11·2
for .the season and ~lay a three-game series at home this weekend
agamst the New Mex1co State Aggies.

SJX.OON

3244 San Mateo NE

UNM Now 11-2

Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies

Lobo Baseballers Meet Aggies Today·
Contest With Denver Was Canceled '

Thursday's scheduled baseba.ll
game between the New Mexico
Lobos and the Denver University
Pioneers was canceled because of
bad weather.
NEW MEXICO picked up its
eleventh victory of the season
Tuesday when it defeated the Colorado State University Rams 7-4
in near freezing weather at the
baseball diamond near University
Arena. The Lobos record is now
11-2.
New Mexico's next home game

Sll,ldentslll
Dcaut•R for a lllow
or lhopplns? Eat at

OPeN 24 HOURS ·
105 Central N.W. 2A7-8626

is scheduled for 1 p.m. today
against the New Mexico State
Aggies. The Lobos _will play a
double header with the A g g i e s
Saturday afternoon beginning at
1 p.m.
The Lobos swept a three game
series from New Mexico State
earlier in the season at Las Cruces. Bad weather in Las Cruces
caused cancellation of the first
day•s action and forced the two
teams to :Play three games in one
day.
BASEBALL Coach Bob Leigh
this season has called on nine
pitchers to handle mound duties
:for the Lobos. Senior Bob McAulay and Ralph Sallee have formed
the nucleus of Leigh's pitching
staff and have been backed up by
Chuey Armendariz, Jim Kremtnel, Greg MacAleese, Carl Manthei, Tom Sexton, Ron Sims, and
Rick Bodle.
Outstanding hitters for the Lobos so far this season have been
outfielder Craig Guest, first base·
man Mike McLaughlin, outfielder
Steve Barnhill, and third base-

~::::::::::~~=-~--;~;_~-~-~::~m~a~n~G~r~eg~VV~it~h~·~========~~CAREER BOUND
Get There First and Foremost

With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

.

265-761

letter of intent to attend UNM
ne:&t fall,
IN THE PAST, spring training
has culminated with the annual
Varsity-Alumni football game at
University Stadium but Feldman
doesn't think there will be enough
alums to make up a football team.
"If the alumni can get togeth!lr
a team, there will be a game. But
we are not going to deplete the
varsity in order to ;fi.eld a complete alumni team," Feldman said.
If team members can muster
the enthusiasm that Feldman has
displayed, Lobo football fans can
look forward to a tremendous
squad on the gridiron next season.
New Mexico has not won a
Western Athletic Conference football game in two seasons and has
had miserable 2-8 and 1-9 season
records in the past two years.

TWO FUNCTIONARIES of the New Mexico state Republican party
at a !~>ung R.epublicans meeting last night. Ed Lujan, left and
M~a Rey Muabal, r1ght, spoke. Lujan said that Rockefeller is still in
the presidential race. Lujan's brother Manuel stated that while Rockefeller may still be in the race, Nixon would receive the nomination for
the Republican presidential candidacy. (Photo by Pawley.)
w~re

90 Winrock

Melodrama Friday and Saturday Nights "Curm you, Jack
Dalton" live cast

Washington Lawyers
Study Draft: System

MoNTGOMERY

WARD

WASHINGTON (CPS} - A
group of young Washington lawyers have set up a non-profit institute to study the Selective Service System, and to publish a
monthly journal that will discuss
legal issues connected with the
draft.
Michael Tigar, one of its founders, said the Public Law Education Institute is not meant to be
a draft-counselling center, but
rather a center for careful study
of the present draft system.
Tigar explains that he and his
co-founders are "terribly concerned about designed lawlessness of
the Selective Service System.'' He
believes that by disseminating information about legal aspects of
the draft, he and the other lawyers at the Institute can do more
to combat unfair aspects of the
draft system than by simply taking on individual cases.
Head of the institute is Thomas
Alder, formerly a legislative assistant on Capitol Hill. Tigar will
be editor-in-chief of Selective Service Law Reporter, the first issue

The Riverside
175cc "Scrambler"

Italian-made!

$419

Special campus

l75cc ScrQmbler has duel sprocket,
takes highways at sa mph, climbs
trails on c 45° incline-does it all
with easel Save now on this bike!

Ask about Ward's
~98-1853
Young Adult Credit Plan!

i

··)
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JUMPING JOE POWDRELL
will be a big help to Hugh Hack·
ett's New Mexico track team this
season and should help out in the
areas where the team is lacking
depth, Powdrell competes in the
broad jump, triple jump, and pole
vault events for the Lobos.

Students Love
Our Shops

When the Campus is dead,
And there just ain't life
Come feast at Bob's
In the Coffee Shop
Or under the lights ...

Page'/

Students-Aid Muddle Viewed

UNM Football Drills Begin

U. Netters Toke

SENIOR BOB McAULAY is one of the two pib:hers Baseball Coach
Bob Leigh is building his pitching nucleus around. The Lobos play their
toughest and lo'!gest bas-:ball schedule in the history of UNM this

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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3 Student Dancers
Given Kiker Awards
Three UNM dancers have been
named winners of Barbara Kiker
Awards.
The award winners, all students
of Elizabeth Waters at UNM, are
Timothy Haynes, $50; Dorothy
Bernadette, $25; and Marilee
Shannon, $25.
This is the third year the dance
awards have been presented by
the UNM Department of Music
in honor of Barbara Kiker wife
of a prominent Albuquerq~e attorney. Mr. and Mrs. Kiker were
killed in a car accident several
years ago. Mrs. Kiker had been
a student of Miss Waters for five
years.
Tho students were selected for
"outstanding contributions" to
the annual Spring Dance Workshop presented earlier this month
'
Miss Waters said.

of which is scheduled to appear
early next month.
The Reporter will be mainly
for the use of lawyers, although
Tigar says it should also be useful to draft counselors who are
familiar with the workings of the
Selective Service System, and to
college administrators who are
charged with advising students
on the draft.
The Institute's founders are
now in the process of recruiting
law students to work on research
projects this summer, At this
point the Institute has a headquarters here, some funds and a
panel of legal advisors that includes law professors at Harvard, Yale, and the University of
California at Berkeley, and the
head of the American Civil Liberties Union.

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
WASHINGTON - Two congressional subcommittees, :now
considering extensions and revisions of federal higher-education
legislation, face a major muddle
over the multi-faceted student-aid
program.
The biggest questions involve
the guaranteed student loan program, under which the federal
government agrees to repay loans
if students default on them and
subsidizes student interest pay.
ments.
Rep. Wright Patman (D-Tex.),
chairman of the House Banking
and Currency Committee, has accused bankers of trying to make
money off the loan program. The
bankers say they are losing
money.
THE CENTER OF the controversy is a Johnson administration
proposal to pay banks $35 for
each loan made to student~o; under
the program. The banks say such
a fee is necessary to entice banks
to make student loans.
But Patman told the House
special subcommittee on educa·
tion that banks already make
money at the six per cent interest rate allowed under the program, He cited a "Bank Stock
Quarterly" survey which showed
that banks- break even on loans
made at 3.89 per cent interest.
He also said that the General
Accounting Office, which provides
nnancial data for Congress, had
questioned American Bankers Association (ABA) ;fi.gures demonstrating how banks lose money on
the program.
Patman also said it is difficult
to judge how well the program
has worked because ABA Executive Vice-President Charles Walker had assured banks that the $35
fee would be approved for all
loans made last July. "That was
a sabotage of the program," Patman told the subcommittee. "Now
we don't know whether the banks
would hav.e made the loans as a
public service or whether they
just made them because they expected the fee."
PATMAN OPPOSES instituting the fee because he said it

would cost the federal government $13 million in payments for
loans made since last July.
Walker admits that the only
reason the program has succeeded is because banks were guaranteed the payment, He also sticks
by his claim that banks lose money on the loans.
Walker has been supported by
most of the witnesses before the
House and Senate subcommittee,
including Peter Muirhead, the
Office of Education's associate
commissioner for higher education; Kenneth Reeher, head of a
national association of private
state loan organizations; and Under Secretary of the Treasury Joseph Barr. Barr's support caused
Patman to remark that "Mr. Barr
is leading the effort to get Dr.
Walker off the limb before it is
sawed out from under him."
DESPITE THIS support, Rep.
Hugh Carey (D-N.Y.), said the
fee proposal "just isn't selling" in
the House subcommittee, which
began executive session consideration of the bill this week. The
Senate subcommittee has just begun hearings.
The fee question is only one of
several which Congress faces with
the guaranteed loan program and
other student assistance efforts.
Among the others are:
• Patman suggested that more

11

direct federal loans to students
would be better and cheaper in the
long run than the guaranteed loan
program. Rep, Edith Green (D·
Ore.), chairman of the House subcommittee, agreed that it would
be cheaper in the long run to have
more direct loans but doubted
that the la.rge initial appropriations could be approved by Congress in a tight budget year.
• That tight budget caused
Senator Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.) to
ask the Office of Education at a
Senate Education Subcommittee
hearing for ideas on ways to
"maximize" the guaranteed loan
program, possibly at the expense
of such existing direct loan programs as the National Defense
Education Act (NDEA) loans.
• That idea isn't likely to get
very far in the Senate, however.
Senator Ralph Yarborough (DTex.) said he would oppose any
attempt to phase out the NDEA
program. He also said he would
support bigger appropriations for
student aid. "I'd rather build
America than tear down some
other country," he said.
• It seems likely that Congress
will stop subsidizing student interest payments after graduation.
At present the federal government will pay the interest subsidy
for 11 years after the student
graduates.

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch u:3o-2:3o dinnet 5:30·9:30

413 Romero St. N .W.
of Old Town Plaza

2

blocks N .W.
242-4986

To Draftables

Graduate Schools
Give Reassurance
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

At least three universities are
acting to reassure graduate students who may be drafted.
The University of Iowa will
give partial credit to graduate
students drafted in midsemester.
Students with seven to nine weeks
of work will receive half credit,
10-12 weeks two-thirds credit,
and 12 weeks or more full credit.
The University of Chicago has
guaranteed readmittance after
service to graduate students who
are drafted out of graduate
school.
The University of Rochester,
(N.Y.) will give "top priority"
for a.dmittance and fellowships to
studl!nts drafted in mid-semester.
Most graduate students will
face induction next fall in the
waite o£ the removal of all graduate student draft deferments.
Unless changes are made in the
order of can, manpower experts
have said that graduate students
and graduating seniors will fill
almost all of the draft calls after
June.

A Far Eastern guru got raves
For the tranquil instruction he gave:
After dispelling qualm,
He'd achieve inner calm
Drinking Schlitz he had stashed
in his cave.
I
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Pool Tournament
Monday, March 25-7:30 p.rn.
Entries Close 5:00 p.m.
2 Divisions Trophies for 1st, 2nd, 3rd Places

Pro Billiards
1516 San Pedro NE

Albuquerque, N.M.

6615 Lomas N.E.

mGII Jos. Sch~ll Brewin to. Milwaukie and other cities.
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Percy Has Political Appeal
By RICHARD AN'l'llONY
Cellep P.-- Seniee

statements on Viet N am, and
suggested that intelligence re.
W ASHINGTON-8eo.. Charles ports are part c;~f the reason the
Pen:y (D-DI.) is reguded as one administration has been so wrong
of the bright aew faces in the on the Jll'l)greSS of the war. "It's
GOP, a moderate Who eould do a p:retty hard to i)Ut into computers
lot to refmbish the party's ob- the will of a peQple to fight.''
struetionist imal:e.
THE SENATOR said the situSpeeulation about his c:braces
ation
in Thailand was much more
for a plue on the GOP presiden- encouraging,
primarily because
tial tidtet ha~ died . . .,. almost
he
felt
the
Thai
was
to nothing in n!eent montJJs. part.. actively trying togovernment
do
it!!
share
to
ly becauae he wu aught getting
put dl)wn the insurrections in the
financial support from a group of :northeastern :part of the country,
hWiinessmen in Dlinois. But he and to remedy the conditions that
still has a shot at a place on the have Jed to them.
ticket.
As for negotiations, Percy is in
O.NE: OF 1HE :reasons that
favor
of negotiating with the N aPm-ey WJJS early identified as a
rising stu in the GOP, of course, tic;~nal Liberation Front (usually
is that he has what others lack- called the Viet Cung) but he
political sex appeaL Although he would not say how he felt about
is nearly 50, and hls lia.k is gray- NLF participation in the Saigon
ing, he still looks mut:h as he must gt)vernment.
Percy is in favor of a negotiahave when he beeame president of
Bell & Howell at age 29. His fare ted settlement in Viet N am, but
is ruddy, and only slightly marked he has no suggestions about how
with lines. His voico is s!U]Jris- .lohnson might be convinced to
ingly deep, not ...tt.t one would work toward negotiations. He adexpeet :from a man who really mits he has no influence on :Policy.
ean be described as "bo.Yish-!ookMENTION of influencing poling."
icy, though, quickly brought a
Perey was in V.Jet .Nam in De- reference to the "extremists,"
cember. Although he was critical whom Percy feels have hurt the
of the administration•s policy be- peace movement.
fore he went over, it's cleal' his
He said legitimate protest is
trip deepened his distrust of that acceptable, if the protest is based
:POlicy. "I didn't feel a sense of on "attempts to take facts and
optimism when I left Viet Nam." apply judgment to them, then its
Percy said. "I 1PSil•t ronfident at absolutely defensible.'' He critialL There must be a political so- cized thllOO like "Spook (Dr. Benlotion found."
jamin Spock: is one of the five men
He went on to say the .lohnson ehargOO with cc;~nspiring to help
administration has opened a draft resistors), who claims he is
"huge credibility gap" with its te$ting the law. When we begin

SPECIAL: LATE SHOW
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11:40 PM
SECOND BIG WEEK!
SEE OUR SPECIAL LATE SHOW
EVERY FRIDAY &SA'TURDAYNIGHT AT 11:40

ACADEMY
AWARD

NO INATIONS
BEST PICTURE

to do that we tend to lose the case
against the present policy."
Percy believes the "extremists"
are relatively few, and says that
he admires the present generation
of students for the most part.
"They •.• far excel my own generation in idealism and social
awareness," he explains; "making money was the theme song of
my generation."
Speaking of his -party's presidential choice, Perc,y said "Nixon
will have the nomination if he
wins the pt•imaries pretty handily, and the polls do not show he
is behind." (This was before
aomney had rlropped out of the
race.) The senator noted he himself wasn't a candidate, but said
"This (GOP) convention is going
to want to nominate a candidate
that can defeat Lyndon Johnson."
Percy, it is fair to say, doesn't
think Nixon is likely to be that
candidate.

In Viet Nam

Army Has Agents

To Halt Drug Use

\

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RA'J]!:S:
4 line ad., 65t-i tim.., $2,00, Inoertlons
J111lllt be submitted by noon on da:r ~ore
publicati<>n tt> .!loom 159, Sq,dent Publiea·
tiona Building, or telepbone 2'1'l-400ll or
277-4102.
HELl' WANTED
::1 WANTED
SECOND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
w/mag up 90~x. Call 255·8703, Ext. 352.
3/28
HELl' WANTED
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastern Boya Ranch. Over 19 Yl'S.. of age,
must bave thoroogh knowlcd~.re of horsemanship and be able to teach riding and
care or horses. Camping experience desirablE't but not esacntiat Also openin8B
for Arts & Craft$ instructor specUii:oing in leather craft, A.R.C. water safely
instructor, and N.R.A. rifle instructor.
Write Ames R. Moee}y, 482 Ariwna SE,
No. E, AlbuQuerque, N.M., or call 250.
8411 between 8 and 10 p.m.

PAN AMEII,ICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
wl!l be conducting Stewardess interviews at UNM on S/2~/68. For furtbcr
information and interview appointments,
prease contact your PiaceJDent Oflice. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN!
WANT IN WITH A QOING CONCERN T
If ~ou like people, like to travel, a~:~d have
a knowlf:dge of a foreign lanlltlliJle, COil·
American World Airways. Stewardess
•ider becoming a stewardess 'lritb Pan
intErviews wlll ~ held on campus on
March 25, For further information,
please contact your l'Iacemcnt Olliee.
Pan Am i1t A1t, Bqruil Om>OrtrmitJI
Emv!or/or.
PLAN AHEAD ! Line up :ro,.. fall sCIDf!$1;..
er'o iob now. ldeal 15 bra. p.,., weclr.
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
your own boun. Can be done in your
own home. Begins Sept. 1968. Pay $L25
per bout'. Mllllt qualify for work..,tud:r.
Secretary of Student Faculty Asso. Ap.
plieations in Aetivities Center. For lld·
ditional information call 255-6327, even•
ings. Deadline Avril 6.
3/'}:1

WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
arm y has "undercove1· drug
agents'' among its troops in Viet
Nam.
BABY SITTER. 4 Ml'S week: lll, '1', 'l'b,
Sat. 1% hrs. per mQrning. Contact S«Alfred Fitt, assistant secretary
4262.
3/22
of defense for manppwer, admitl'ERSONALS
ted under questioning by a Sen~
ate subcommittee this week that SEE~ the Bennett A Ottinger laugh.jn
Monday through Friday in Moot Court.
a few such agents are operating
in Viet Nam. He said this was lS THE Zimmerman Library :Motorcycle
and Timing Club for real?
part of a six-point effort of education, investigation, and Iabora. PERSONALITY POSTERS, l'aycbedelle,
Ski POl!tEl'll & Buttons. U we don't
tory teats aimed at stopping drug
ha.ve tbem, tben you don't need them..
Send !or Samples & Li$t. MADAll
use among soldiers.
BUTTERFLY'S Gi£t Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Deliver, Colorado 80220.
Fitt claimed, however, that
marijuana use by soldiers is POETRY WANTED for Poetry AntboJoey.
Include &tamped envelope. Idlewild Pnb"minor." This came in response
lloherJI, ~43 Fl'<!der:ick, San Francisco,
CaiiComia.. 9U17.
to testimony by John Steinbeck
IV, son of the novelist, who told WANTED: Student$ wltb new ldcu abont
ways to promote Student-F..,nltlr com•
the subcommittee that 60 per cent
munications. Ate yon inf.er<!stedl Apply
of the troops in Viet Nam use
for the Student-Fuulty Aalot:.t&tion.
marijuana.
A"ppllcatlona in Activltl"" Center. "Delod·
line April 6. For inronnatlan eall 2056327, evenlngo,
3/27
Steinbeck, who just returned
from VietNam and wrote a magFOR SALE
azine article on drug use among
the troops, also said the army
was giving soldiers pep pills to
make them better fighters. AlVW, Sunroof Sedan. $525. Cooper,
though he admitted that large '62268-0992.
3/22
amounts of amphetamines are beKNEE-HOLE. DESIt: ,jl!K wide, l'lw detp,
ing supplied to troops in Viet 30" high; 7 dWl'!l: PhORT Wll.lnot fin&h.
$30. See at LOBO om..,_ 168 Student
Nam, Fitt said they were for
Pablieations tlldg. after G p.m. Do lint
"weight reduction."
call.

BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
~£1.£VJNE.
/
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lAUREl &HARDY· WILL ROGERS· CAROLE LOMBARD· JEAN HARLOW
BEN TURPIN • HARRY LANGDON • KEYSTONE COPS

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

;job. 25fi.6304.

3/25
I2 STRING GUITAR with &PI'UCe tup ...d

~ ~ ~- Call 268-UiiO.,

3/25
ALASKAN JIALAJIUTE. One of .._,
pups )'On have been seeing regularly on
TV COIIIIIleldals now for sale. Ezs>en.
sive. Stad serviee. ~lU.
li/Z5

Monday, Mar(!h 25, 1968

LOST

Committee Okays
$4025 Request

REWARD FOR ...,wrn of-erring with
white oval stone. Call 282-3280 after 6 :SO
p.m. ask for Susan.
3/25
SERVICES
IRONING, bacbelor bunoDes; menaiq;
dressmaking and alternations. Reuonallle. 23114 Blake SW. Phone G28Z.
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Intramural System
Will Be RevampeQ

By GRANT HARVEY
. A recommended budget allocaoan additional $6,000 for next
tion of $4025 for three issues of
year's
student--faculty recreation .,
The U:NM Intramural Board
The T~underbird, UNM literary
program.
ulans to throw out its handbook"
rnagazme, · was approved at a
This program centers mainly
and
to formulate a whole new
~enate Finance Committee meetaround Johnson gym where UNM
mg yesterday afternoon,
system of programs and procefaculty and students can use most
dures
within the next month says of the facilities for free. The adAn informal vote last week
showed committee members inboard chairman Gary Ray.
ditional money would be used to
clined to vote a smaller .allocation
pay
for keeping the gym open
Ray says that some aspects of
for publication of only two issues
for longer periods for recreational
their present program are suc- use, Ray says.
but T-Bird Editor Mary Alinde~
said yesterday that "It would be
cessful, but that most of the sysRay said that at the board's
a shame to cut a magazine of this
tem is badly in need of improve- Friday meeting Phi Delta Theta
high quality."
ment.
:regained 120 of the 260 points
The _Lobo's requested $35,801.88
they had lost by an earlier deONE OF THE main problems cision of the board.
allocatiOn was discussed but a
decision postponed until Tuesday.
the new intramural system for
Pi Kappa Alpha had protested
The budget is based on increased
next year will try to overcome is that the Phi Delta had used an
local advertising revenue and
lack of participation by UNM's ineligible competitor in a Janu.
plans for publication five days a
..
'·---·week.
town students. "As it stands, it ary 12 swim meet. The intram~
ral board Friday allowed 120
SEN_ATE FINANCE C~mmittee yesterday approved a $4025 budget is often difficult for town students try points to Phi Delta Theta but
The Thunderbird's allocation is
almost $2000 les:;~ than this year's allocat10n for next years Thunderbird. The T-Bird's allocation is to organize and maintain a 15- did not allow any place points to
a_nd plans were made for dist~;ibu almost $2000 less than this year's budget, The Lobo's $35,81U.88 re- member roster now needed for in- the fraternity's team, Ray said.
quested budget was discuss~ by Coleman Travelstead, above, and tramural competition," the chairtton of 3000 copies of each issue
other
of the committee. However, approval was postponed
Mr~. Alinder said that aU 2ooc) (Photomembers
by Pawley,)
• man says.
c~p1es of this fall's issue were
Another feature of the coming Goes to Faeult\:
Picked up by students in ~., days,
program would clear up the proband that all 3000 records distribulems now involved in eligibility of
te~ last month have been claimed.
members in the many organiza. I am persc;~nally very proud of
tions participating in the proth1s year's Thunderbirds. They
gram, Ray says. Eligibility would
show the high quality of student
be defined specifically.
work on this cam:pus and the stu.
A proposed student-manager
dents' inte~st in a literary maga·
program would eliminate some. of
zine," she said.
the present confusion, Ray '!lays,
A proposal for a teac:her-evalThe. winter Thunderbird, a 78
Under the. new system a group of uation program was approv11d
record, has been distributed to six
about 14 students would manage
An eight-week series of top
last week by the Fac:u1ty Policy
Albuquerque radio stations and
intramural affairs.
each
o:f
the
summer
performances.
will be entered in a competition Broadway musical comedies, fea· An orchestra composed o:f local
Committee and may be presented
THE PRESENT intramural
of east-coast college literary turing professional actors, sing. musicians will also play weekly.
Ill'S and dancers, will come to
committee is so large that it is to the general :faculty at a meetmagazines, Mrs. Alinder said.
'·
William Martin, director of unwieldy and the once-a-month ing in early April.
UNM's Concert Hall beginning in
The spring issue should be out June,
Concert Hall, said that a student meetings often result in no proProf. Hubert Alexander, chairin mid-May, she said. The 48-page
A RESIDENT company from discount plan will be established. gress or results, the cabirman man of the Faculty Policy Combook will probably contain works
Martin added that the discount says.
of more than 30 authors, she re- New York will produce the shows may cover only summer session
mittee, said yesterday that the
between
June
24
and
August
24.
Two senior managers and posported. "I am eager to print short
students.
group
approved the proposal and
stars
of
stage,
films
and
Different
sibly four junior managers would
stories, critical essays, scientific
Martin has worked closely with act as a protest board and handle returned it to the Committee on
television
will
be
called
in
for
(Continued c;~n Page 2)
the company's two producers, the training of eight sophomore the University with a recommenTom Mallow and Barry Tuttle. managers, Ray says.
datic;~n that it be sent to the gen.
Martin estimated that each show
At
the
same
time
the
sophoeral
faculty.
will cost around $30,000 to produce. He said that the company, more managers would work with
The first evaluation would be
a privately financed organization, less important aspects of the in- conducted late this spring, with
tramural progl·am such as the
may be called Starlight Theater. paperwork,
results made available next fall.
he says.
THERE ARE some 60 BroadStudents
in every class would be
The UNM Students for KenRay says that the new system
way hits to choose from in the
asked
to
complete
a questionnaire
nedy will meet Tuesday night at
series by the resident company. will approach the point system judging professors on personal
7:30 in rooms 250 A-C of the
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Sotne choices mentioned are differently. "Now, many groups
Union. Plans call for discussion
The UNM students for Mc- :'Most Happy Fella," "Camelot" enter individuals just to collect and professional qualities based
of the Time magazine Choice '68 Carthy initiated their drive last and "My Fair Lady."
on about 25 multiple-choice quesentry points, Often the entries are tions,
campus elections in April.
weekend to gain 'Support for SenAlbuquerque citizens have been not the slightest bit interested in
The group will also organize ator Eugene McCarthy's bid to
competition and the forfeited
Eesults of the survey would hf;..
plans for precinct work in Albu- win the Democratic presidential given the chance to invest in the matches and arguments that often collated by computer and pre.
company
and
become
limited
partquerque during the campaign. nomination, campus chairman
ners in the program. The Albu- follow just make a bigger mess sented on a graph. A short stateKennedy supporters here hope to Maurica Mackey said Sunday.
querque Chamber of ommerce bas of things." Ray says, "We are ment would also be published, listsend UNM students as delegates
MACKEY SAID that 4000 let- endorsed the plan.
trying to get away from this."
ing the number of students reto the state convention.
ters were mailed to precinct leadsponding, the percentage of stuHall
will
be
rented
The
Concert
.Robert Kennedy baa been con- eres all over the state of New to the company, but UNM is not
RAY SAYS THE intramural dents recommending the course,
tacted by the Speakers Commit- Mexico in an attempt to spark directly sponsoring the program. board had recently sent a resolu- and the distribution of the ratings
tion to student senate asking for on a percentage basis.
tee and has made a tentative ap. delegate support at the precinct
pointment to speak at UNM "late conventions which will be held
in March," Associated Students June 15.
President John Tho1·son said yesIn addition, student McCarthy
terday.
workers distributed McCarthy liThe student group a'lso hopes to terature at meetings during the
establish an active campus dia- week at the Hilton Hotel for
Dr, George Keppers, chairman
logue on the war in VietNam and gubernatorial candidate Bruce
of
the department of guidance
services would include: identifi~
on pressing urban issues in the Xing and for all gubernatorial
and
special
education
in
the
UNM
cation
and encouragement of high
United States, Thorson said.
candidates at the Knights of
school
students who have an in~
Ooi!ege
of
Education,
has
been
ap.
Columbus Hall, Mackey said.
pointed assistant dean of student
terest
in
and potential for teachWorkers were also present at
ing;
selection
of students applyaffairs
in
the
college,
Dean
Ches·
the speech Thursday by ex-comeing
for
admission
to teacher eduter
C.
Travelstead
announced
dian Dick Gregory in the UNM Friday.
cation vrograms; counseling st\l,;'
Concert Hall.
dents in the College of Education;"
The appointment is effective
MACKEY SAID that he was
A course in the "Negro Revoluand
the development and custody
July 1, the beginning of the new
tion in America" will be taught at pleased by the amount of student academic year.
o£
student
records.
the International Center on Wed- support shown · for McCarthy on
The
position
also will involve
Dr. Xeppers will continue to
nesday!! from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. the campus this early in the camsuch
things
as
checking
for gradpaign, and added that "we organ- serve as chairman of the guidance
beginning March 27.
uation
recommendation
for
teachized just about a week ago and
Joe Long, Jim Martino, and already we had a good number of and specinl education department
er certification, aid to graduates
Ron Williams will teach the workers this weekend who can- during 1968-69, Dr. Travelstead
in securing teaching and admincourse which traces the civil- vassed every shopping center in said. He will also serve as dil·ecistrative positions in schools, foltor of the College of Education's
rights movement in the last dec- the city of Albuquerque."
low-up services after graduation
Manzanita Center next year.
ade. Etlgistration is at the first
and
placement, and coordination
He added that "a tremendous
In his new capacity as assistant
meeting this week at the I-Center, amount of work remains to be
of evaluation of the graduates of
dean, Dr. Keppers will be respon~
1808 Las Lomas NE.
UNM's teacher education courses.
done, because we intend to raise
The course, based on oven dis· as much precinct convention sup- sible for coordination of a variety
"Dr. Xeppers is well-prepared
eussions, will run eight to ten port in Bernalillo County as Pos- of atudent personnel services for
to coordinate these l'lervices which
students engaged in teacher edu· ·
are sorely needed in the College
weeks, Reading materials will be sible.''
cation
programs at UNM.
of
Education-both at the under.
recommended this week.
(Continued on Page 2)
Dean Travelstead indicated the
graduate
and graduate levels,"
DR. KEPPERS
Dean Travelstead said.
-~-·-·· :
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